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Practical Development Assistance by the
Senior Expert Corps of Swisscontact

PRE-DES-VIGNES

BEX-Switzerland

One hour from Geneva
20 km from Montreux
Near the thermal baths of Lavey
and the skiing district of the Valais and Vaud

For sale
Flats of 4 Vî rooms
Flats of 3 V2 rooms
Penthouses
of 51/2 rooms
Studios

109 m2 from 355 300.
97 m2 from 301 200.

198 m2

75 m2
Sfr. 530 700.
Sfr. 203100.

Garage included in the price

Green Zone
Facing the sunny South
Open view
Bold architecture

First-class materials
Large rooms well appointed
Sale permitted
to foreigners

Information and sale:
Jacques Nicolet, Crochetan 2, 1870 Monthey, Switzerland
Telephone 025 71 22 52

Please let me have your information

Name:

Christian name:

Address:

Country:

Swisscontact
The Swiss Foundation for Technical

Development Assistance is a

foundation for aid to the developing

nations, carried by the Swiss
economy. Its aims are to provide
practical training in vocational
centres and teaching workshops.
For nearly 25 years, mechanics'
training schools have been built
up, run and later handed over to
the local authorities. Agro-
mechanics and agriculture complete

the programme. The latest
and so far biggest task is the creation

of a teachers' training centre
and providing six engineering
schools for the Indonesian
Government. Swisscontact has a

small work team in Zurich and

many young Swiss experts

abroad who are usually engaged
specially for such projects.

Senior Expert Corps
There are many problems in the
developing countries, whose
solutions have still to be

improved, in fact some should
still be found. The wish to engage
experienced experts, therefore, is

understandable.

This is the reason why, three
years ago, a quite different concept

of development aid was
established which has been
proved successful. In our country,
too, many leading experts would
like to put their professional
experience at the disposal of orga¬

nizations dealing with the needs
of developing countries, once
they have retired from active
management. Apart from the
already described tasks, Swisscontact

has begun to find sensible

ways such retired experts can use
their experience within the framework

of development assistance.

Concept
Swisscontact is trying to find a

suitable expert for a particular,
properly defined and meaningful
task within a state, semi-state or
private organization, which can
be completed within one to three
months.
This kind of help will not be

expensive, for the expert will do his
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RELAXATION - HOLIDAYS - RETIREMENT
Here is your chance of becoming the owner of a flat or
a house in idyllic surroundings in a mild climate on the

LA RIVIERA VAUDOISE

and what's more, at the moment still at favourable
prices. You will be one hour away from Geneva, two
hours from Zurich and half an hour from famous skiing
resorts.
Try and plan a visit to Montreux when you are next in

Switzerland and ask already now for the brochure
«Vue panoramique» on the above flats and houses.
It will give us pleasure to meet you and to show you the
attractions of these surroundings without any obligation

on your part.

Agence immobilière

On the First of August
there shall be light in

every Swiss home. That is why
Retep memory will make

you a present of

a shiny red paper lantern with a white
cross - a lovely piece of Switzerland.

Free order. Yes, I should like to have a Swiss
lantern for the First of August. Please send me
additional information about an unique Swiss gift service to
customers.
My address:

Grand-Rue 52
1820 Montreux (Suisse)
Tél. 021 63 73 73

Please send to
Retep memory AG
P.O. Box 257
CH-9500 Wil

job in an honorary capacity, i.e.
without salary. Swisscontact
pays for the journey and
insurance cost for the expert and
his wife, and the foreign partner
and beneficiary of the project will
take on the cost of board and
lodging and pocket money.

Experiences
During the exploratory and
developing period of the last three
years, 20 such engagements
have been successfully
completed, with only very few exceptions.

These engagements comprised
such fields as advising small
businesses in Central America,
counselling on forestry and timber

work in Ecuador, advice on auditing

in Jordania and Lesotho,
advising on tourism in Lesotho, as
well as tasks in Indonesia in
connection with school projects
by Swisscontact (training in

wrought-iron work, master
training, medicine and hygiene,
educational aids).
Further such engagements are
being prepared, including passing
on of technical know-how in
factories, which often gets lost
through frequent change of
personnel.

Appeal
Swisscontact would like to
appeal to Swiss organisations and
Swiss residents in developing

countries, possibly also in more
advanced countries, to let us
know if you come across needs
such as mentioned above in your
surroundings. We shall be pleased
to examine such problems and try
to find a solution.

Swisscontact
Bellerivestrasse 44
8008 Zurich
Switzerland
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